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Abstract: The vibrational effects created by machines moving 

parts is strictly related with the characteristics of the law of motion 

they implement, both in case of cam-follower devices and in case 

of servo system electronic cam controls. One of the most effective 

way to prevent these harmful phenomena is to limit the harmonic 

content of the law of motion by designing their curve as a 

combination of few, low frequencies, sinusoidal curves, but this 

often makes difficult to satisfy other functional requirements like 

precision points or constant speed intervals. In this work an 

original method to solve this problem is illustrated. It adds to the 

programming language CamOMiLe new functions to assist the 

functional design of mechanisms. The combination of the 

classical theory results with the flexibility of CamOMiLe building 

block approach makes possible to address a large number of 

practical applications and two examples of them are illustrated. 

 
Index Terms: Building block approach, Formal language, 

Harmonic content,  Motion laws. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

  Design techniques for motion laws have reached a very good 

level of automation, by mean of dedicated software that aid to 

satisfy a set of functional specifications [1], [2] and [3]. 

These laws are defined by applying available parameters into 

well-known patterns: a classical example [4] is given by a 

curve-intermediate between the parabolic and the cycloidal, 

but with the fewest and lowest possible harmonics. 

Such laws are often a good trade-off between two, 

non-compatible, main objectives as limiting acceleration and 

avoiding excessive vibratory response. 

As a matter of fact, is easily recognizable that the minimum 

harmonic content for a motion event can be obtained using a 

cycloidal law of motion, whose acceleration is defined by 

only one fundamental frequency. 

Its inescapable drawback is given by the value of maximum 

acceleration, 57% higher than a parabolic profile’s one. 

Classical solutions for harmonic content reduction have been 

determined in early ’60s by Gutman [5] and Freudenstein [6]. 

Successively developments by Baranyi [7] have been found 

unsatisfactory because of the dynamic response produced on 

mechanisms [8], [9]. 

These curves were already available as preshaped blocks in 

CamOMiLe (Cam Open Motion Language), a language based 

on recursive description of piecewise motion laws [10].  
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II. THE LANGUAGE 

CamOMiLe is a language apt for describing motion laws by 

streams of points or analytic expressions. At these 

descriptions is associated an index (order of derivative) i; its 

meaning is that the given law describes the ith derivative of the 

displacement. This index may also have integer negative 

value, which, if so, indicates the order of the integral. 

In the same way, boundary conditions are imposed assigning, 

for a given abscissa x, the values of y and i, where y is the 

value of the ith derivative in the point x. 

The syntactic structure is quite similar to the C language one, 

ampliated by several specific primitives and deprived of 

useless statements.  

Main characteristics include defining variables type integer, 

float, char and string, conditional statements as if – else and 

loops while and for. Is also possible to give preprocessor 

commands, allowing to include files and to manage 

macroinstructions with parameters. Therefore, every law may 

be expressed combining other laws or be used as 

macroinstruction. 

Important features are given by the possibility to adjust 

previously defined law of motion, to adapt them to new set of 

constraints and to impose boundary conditions without giving 

an analytic description of the law, by means of scaling and 

mirroring operations, intersections, translations, and 

concatenating. 

The commands of the language may be used with three 

different level of support: 

1. file level: a law or a part of it may be defined from an 

external data stream generated, e.g., from an instrument or a 

software. The data file is also the internal format for the 

compiler. In other words, language commands take in input a 

stream of points generated by the compiler itself or by an 

external source. 

2. piece level: allows to define part of a lift with elementar 

statements. This level leaves to designers the maximum 

freedom but gives little support and low level of automation: 

e.g. there are not statements to check the regularity of the law. 

3. Rise-Dwell-Return: allows to define a whole rise, or dwell, 

or return. At this level is possible to refer to many functions 

which include the classical laws described in mechanisms 

theory literature. This means offering a great support from the 

compiler, given by tools which guarantee the regularity and 

some kinds of optimizations of 

the law.  
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Fig. 1: Classical motion laws and their source code. 

 

Flexibility remains anyhow high with respect to the most 

common software for automatic design. Harmonic content 

reduction obviously belongs to this latter level, because there 

is little sense in considering the harmonic content of a block of 

motion laws overlooking other blocks and connection points 

between them.  

Statements are called by a mechanism for passing parameters 

which associate to each of them an identifier. Authors believe 

that this approach makes the language a lot more 

user-friendly, allowing to pass parameters in open order and 

to change the behavior of commands when certain parameters 

are given or not. 

A. Code structure 

The implemented compiler is composed by three cascade 

functional blocks: a lexical analyzer (or scanner), a parser 

(that is a syntaxial analyzer) and a semantic analyzer. Lexical 

analysis is the first step in translating process: its purpose is 

checking whenever the input pattern belongs to the known 

dictionary. It has been implemented through Flex, a generator 

of lexical analyzers that requires a description in form of pairs 

of regular expressions and C code, called rules. 

Also, the second block, that performs the syntaxial analysis 

checking if the input sequence of token is a valid expression 

of the language, has been developed with an automatic tool, 

Bison, which is a general-purpose parser generator. Bison 

requires the definition of a not contextual LARL (lookahead 

left to right) grammar, that is able to convert into a C program. 

The last phase of the translation is the semantic analysis, that 

verifies the content of the generated structure is allowable and 

creates the appropriate output.  

This work is particularly focused on the implementation of a 

set of commands devoted to harmonic content reduction. 

B. The new statements 

New capabilities of CamOMiLe are mainly contained in 

filtFreq statement, which can be called with different 

parameters in order to obtain different filtering strategies. 

 

Fig. 2: Acceleration for single rise, drd and drrd motion 

events and source code. 

The simplest use is eliminating a range of frequencies 

between the extremes indicates by parameters $f1 and $f2. If 

$f2 is omitted, all the frequencies higher than $f1 are 

suppressed. 

$amp option allows to filter all the frequencies corresponding 

to an amplitude lower than the parameter. This approach still 

eliminates highest frequencies but preserves – among lower 

harmonics – those that mainly contribute to the starting shape. 

A further, more automated, option is $main that keeps the 

given number of frequencies with greater modulus. Fig. 7 

shows the effect of different parameters filtering the same 

motion law. 

Moreover, freq statement generates a special file with 

extension .frq that contains the graded magnitude spectrum. 

This is useful both to verify the harmonic content of a law and 

to develop other computing methods with CamOMiLe 

macro-instructions. 

III. THEORY AND IMPLEMENTATION 

Gutman’s 1-3 harmonic curve is a classical solution found 

starting from a parabolic displacement curve expressed by 

means of the Fourier series expansion truncated at the second 

term, which results: 

 
  

(1) 

 

where S is the follower displacement, θ the cam angle, h the 

overall stroke and β the corresponding angle. 

The obtained law of motion can be evaluated in terms of 

harmonic content observing that its higher frequency results 

three time the cycloidal curve one (which is, as said before, 

the minimum possible). Moreover, the acceleration obtained 

with this law reaches a peak equal to 5.15 h/β2, which is an 

intermediate value between the two most relevant terms of  
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Fig. 3: Jerk for single rise, drd and drrd motion events. 

 

 

Fig. 4: Harmonic content of single rise, drd and drrd 

motion events. 

comparison: the absolute minimum that could be obtained 

with a parabolic displacement curve (129% of it) and the 

cycloidal curve maximum acceleration (82% of it).  

The second classical reference solution, proposed by 

Freudenstein, is given by his 1-3 harmonic curve, whose 

expression is obtained as a result of an optimization process 

which has the final goal of minimizing a factor called dynamic 

acceleration [8]. The equation is similar to Gutman’s one: 

 
 

(2) 

 

Adopting the same terms of comparison, the acceleration 

reaches a peak equal to 5.39 h/β2, which is again an 

intermediate value between the absolute minimum that could 

be obtained with a parabolic displacement curve (135% of it) 

and the cycloidal curve maximum acceleration (86% of it). 

Fig. 1 shows the acceleration diagram of these preshaped 

motion laws. Their practical use is limited because two main 

disadvantages: 

1. they offer a solution for a given stroke without 

possibility to satisfy further conditions, like passing through a 

precision point; 

2. most of all, their concrete advantage is less than may 

appear referring only to a single rise, because, in practice, a 

motion event is always a combination of, as a minimum, a rise  

 

Fig. 5: Classical motion laws - a drd event acceleration and 

source code. 

 

 

Fig. 6: Classical motion laws - a drd event harmonic content. 

 

and a return but, more in general, it is the result of several 

joint rises, dwells and returns, like can be seen, for instance, in 

the commonly implemented drd or drrd events. 

 In all these cases, at the joining points among rises, dwells 

and returns there are edges or sharp changes in the 

acceleration diagram and, by consequence, in real application 

the total harmonic content is almost always much higher than 

it appears looking at the classical analytical expressions of 

single rises or returns. 

Fig. 4 clarifies last point comparing harmonic contents of 

Freudenstein’s rise, drd and drrd events built up appending 

dwells and return obtained from the rise equation opposite in 

sign. Despite motion events are as much as possible simple 

and symmetric, the number of terms in their Fourier series 

increases greatly, because of the presence of dwells. One can 

also note that the jerk (Fig. 3) shows peaks in connection 

points between rises and 

dwells. 
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Both traditional hand-made calculations and automated  

 

Fig. 7: Filtered motion laws - a drd event acceleration and 

source code. 

 

 

Fig. 8: Filtered motion laws - a drd event harmonic content. 

 

calculations based on building block approach does not take 

in accounts in any way that harmonic content drastically 

change passing from a single block to the overall motion 

event. 

A general-purpose solution, computationally efficient, has 

been obtained adding to CamOMiLe some commands based 

upon the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm. Is is 

applied using its discrete expression (DFT) by means of the 

known equations [11]: 

 
 

(3) 

 

 

to approximate an arbitrary complex law of motion, then 

undesired frequencies are eliminated, and the law is carried 

back to time domain through the Inverse Fourier Transform 

(IFFT): 

 
 

(4) 

 

Fig. 9: Classical motion laws - a drd event jerk. 

 

 

Fig. 10: Filtered motion laws - a drd event jerk. 

 

Is must be noted that the index appearing in the DFT does 

not correspond directly to physical frequency because the 

frequency domain associated with a time step ∆ goes from a 

negative lower limit equal to −1/(2∆) to a positive upper 
one equal to +1/(2∆). This means that the algorithm applied 

to filter the unwanted frequencies acts eliminating both 

negative and positive ones, and, as a result, the final function 

calculated has only real terms. 

The C code has been implemented through the GNU 

Scientific Libraries for computing transforms (3) and (4) [12]. 

The algorithm used adopts a mixed-radix approach [13] 

which is based on sub-transform single modules of small 

length with an optimized algorithm and to combine them to 

obtain the overall result. 

The adopted method of derivation of FFTs for real-valued 

data is explained in detail in [14]. 

IV. EXAMPLES 

A. Motion events 

Let considering into details several motion laws for a drd 

event. Fig. 5 shows four classical solutions [15], [16]: three 

directed to minimizing residual vibrations (cycloidal, Gutman 

1-3, Freudenstein 1-3) while the last one (trapezoidal) mainly 

used in order to limit the maximum acceleration, or to obtain a 

velocity constant piece of law, 

as in Fig. 5. 
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From known experiments on vibratory responses [4] one 

may suppose that trapezoidal  

 

Fig. 11: The bottle tilter. 

 

Fig. 12: The main cam in the tilter. 

 

law will give by far the worst dynamic response, but, as Fig. 7 

shows, the actual harmonic contents of motion events are 

relatively close. This outcome may also be a reason for the 

practical success of trapezoidal motion laws in industrial 

applications. 

Then, filtering with CamOMiLe’s functions the trapezoidal 

law with different options gives the results shown in Fig. 7 

and 8. The maximum acceleration does not change (referring 

to classical Fourier curves solutions) but the harmonic content 

is drastically reduced, leaving only few harmonics (just three 

in the better case). Similar remarks can be expressed about 

jerk diagrams (Fig. 9 and 10). All in all, it should be noted 

that, accordingly with the theory described above, 

CamOMiLe is capable to follow Gutman’s method on the 

whole motion event, and not just on single parts of it, 

supplying a tailored and more effective solution. There is, 

nevertheless, an obvious drawback consisting in the poor 

approximation of dwells, where the acceleration oscillates up 

to 5% of the maximum. Next paragraph examines closely this 

problem, analysing an industrial application about. 

 

Fig. 13: Starting and filtered motion law for tilter cam. 

 

Fig. 14: Harmonic content of tilter motion laws. 

 

B. An industrial application 

Fig. 11 shows the tilter station of a bottling machine [17]. 

The tilting movement is performed by means of the cam 

illustrated in Fig. 12 to fulfil several requirements. Among 

them, the most important are: 

1. to outdistance the bottles in order to allow the rotation; 

2. to assure that the rim speed in entry and exit zones is 

constant and synchronized with adjoining stations; 

A first motion law has been computed by mean of 

CamOMiLe, following the building block approach with 

trapezoidal laws. The result is shown in Fig. 13. Because of 

the shape of the law and the specifications illustrated above, 

filtering this law leaving only few harmonics would give poor 

displacements and speed characteristics. Applying instead a 

low-pass filter limited to first 40 harmonics, residual 

vibrations in the range 450 ÷ 650 Hz, are eliminated. They 

correspond to 50th ÷ 70th frequencies in Fig. 14. 

Let be Δv the maximum oscillation of rim speed during 

entry and exit intervals, the filtered law gives: Δv/v < 10
-8

, 

value without practical consequences in bottles catching and 

releasing operations. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper it is shown how, through the extension of a 

previously developed compiler for law of motion, it has been 

possible to invent a new method to compute the position 

diagram of one-axis controlled systems which can combine 

several mathematical tools, including some able to work in the 

law frequency domain.  

Calculus procedures have been implemented within a 

programming language specifically devoted to motion law 

design, which allows to combine the known advantages of 

harmonic curves with the possibility to define further 

kinematics requirements. 

Examples illustrated, taken both from classical problems and 

real industrial application, highlight power and flexibility of 

the tool developed, that is capable, by the one hand, to satisfy 

complex kinematics constraints even through the linear 

combination laws containing few harmonics, and by the other 

hand, to build complex laws made up by several basic blocks. 

This set of tools can also be seen as an extension of the 

classical solution proposed by Gutman and Freudenstein 

which exploit the same concept in a more flexible manner and 

makes possible to eliminate a specific range of harmonics 

which is possibly known as harmful for a given system. 

Future works will involve experimental investigations both 

with brushless motors and with cam-follower mechanisms 

aimed at measuring dynamic stress produced on test rigs.  
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